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Highly satisfied

Neutral

Unsatisfied

Finding out about the event Buying tickets Traveling to the event Walking to the venue Enjoying the event Checking phone Going to the lockers Walking to transfer Traveling home At home

Event goers by 
public transport Event goers by car Creative solutions Opportunities Quotes of the 

eventgoers

Travel2gether

Be Together Routes

Offering food/drinks to event
goers helps to prevent congestion

at the car park.

Iʼm getting goosebumps 
of the show.I canʼt wait to share 

this with everyone 
online!

Yes! We got the 
tickets!

We are listening to 
music to get in the 
mood!

BikeDuel

Parking spaces are
 expensive and far away

lots of people are leaving at the 
same time, causing congestion. 
It's taking a long time to leave.

The parking is so far away 
from the venue and tickets 
are expensive, this is so 
frustrating.

Re-experiencing the event 
through social media

Amsterdams Greenest Feestje

Green Express

Itʼs so busy in the 
metro I canʼt sit. Iʼm 
feeling claustrofobic.

The Boulevard looks 
empty and industrial. I keep checking my phone 

for the last connection home!

Extend times of
public transport 

Iʼm in a rush and I have to 
wait for my friend who has 
the keys to our locker.

Iʼm enjoying the train 
ride home, itʼs warm and 
comfortable.

Itʼs nice to watch the videos
on my phone together 
with my friends to re-
experience the event.
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